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These pages provide you with an example of the layout and style for 100% reproduction which we wish you to
adopt during the preparation of your paper. This is the output from the LATEX document class you requested.
1. FORMAT
Text should be produced within the dimensions
shown on these pages: each column 7.5 cm wide
with 1 cm middle margin, total width of 16 cm
and a maximum length of 19.5 cm on first pages
and 21 cm on second and following pages. The
LATEX document class uses the maximum stipu-
lated length apart from the following two excep-
tions (i) LATEX does not begin a new section di-
rectly at the bottom of a page, but transfers the
heading to the top of the next page; (ii) LATEX
never (well, hardly ever) exceeds the length of the
text area in order to complete a section of text or
a paragraph. Here are some references: [1,2].
1.1. Spacing
We normally recommend the use of 1.0 (sin-
gle) line spacing. However, when typing com-
plicated mathematical text LATEX automatically
increases the space between text lines in order
to prevent sub- and superscript fonts overlapping
∗Footnotes should appear on the first page only to indi-
cate your present address (if different from your normal
address), research grant, sponsoring agency, etc. These
are obtained with the \thanks command.
†For following authors with the same address use the
\addressmark command.
‡To reuse an addressmark later on, label the address
with an optional argument to the \address command,
e.g. \address[MCSD], and repeat the label as the op-
tional argument to the \addressmark command, e.g.
\addressmark[MCSD].
one another and making your printed matter il-
legible.
1.2. Fonts
These instructions have been produced using
a 10 point Computer Modern Roman. Other
recommended fonts are 10 point Times Roman,
New Century Schoolbook, Bookman Light and
Palatino.
2. PRINTOUT
The most suitable printer is a laser or an inkjet
printer. A dot matrix printer should only be used
if it possesses an 18 or 24 pin printhead (“letter-
quality”).
The printout submitted should be an original;
a photocopy is not acceptable. Please make use
of good quality plain white A4 (or US Letter)
paper size. The dimensions shown here should be
strictly adhered to: do not make changes to these
dimensions, which are determined by the docu-
ment class. The document class leaves at least
3 cm at the top of the page before the head, which
contains the page number.
Printers sometimes produce text which con-
tains light and dark streaks, or has considerable
lighting variation either between left-hand and
right-hand margins or between text heads and
bottoms. To achieve optimal reproduction qual-
ity, the contrast of text lettering must be uniform,
2sharp and dark over the whole page and through-
out the article.
If corrections are made to the text, print com-
pletely new replacement pages. The contrast on
these pages should be consistent with the rest
of the paper as should text dimensions and font
sizes.
3. TABLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS
Tables should be made with LATEX; illustra-
tions should be originals or sharp prints. They
should be arranged throughout the text and
preferably be included on the same page as they
are first discussed. They should have a self-
contained caption and be positioned in flush-
left alignment with the text margin within the
column. If they do not fit into one column
they may be placed across both columns (us-
ing \begin{table*} or \begin{figure*} so that
they appear at the top of a page).
3.1. Tables
Tables should be presented in the form shown
in Table 1. Their layout should be consistent
throughout.
Horizontal lines should be placed above and be-
low table headings, above the subheadings and at
the end of the table above any notes. Vertical
lines should be avoided.
If a table is too long to fit onto one page,
the table number and headings should be re-
peated above the continuation of the table. For
this you have to reset the table counter with
\addtocounter{table}{-1}. Alternatively, the
table can be turned by 90◦ (‘landscape mode’)
and spread over two consecutive pages (first
an even-numbered, then an odd-numbered one)
created by means of \begin{table}[h] without
a caption. To do this, you prepare the table as
a separate LATEX document and attach the tables
to the empty pages with a few spots of suitable
glue.
3.2. Useful table packages
Modern LATEX comes with several packages for
tables that provide additional functionality. Be-
low we mention a few. See the documentation
of the individual packages for more details. The
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3Table 1
The next-to-leading order (NLO) results without the pion field.
Λ (MeV) 140 150 175 200
rd (fm) 1.973 1.972 1.974 1.978
Qd (fm
2) 0.259 0.268 0.287 0.302
PD (%) 2.32 2.83 4.34 6.14
µd 0.867 0.864 0.855 0.845
MM1 (fm) 3.995 3.989 3.973 3.955
MGT (fm) 4.887 4.881 4.864 4.846
δVP1B (%) −0.45 −0.45 −0.45 −0.45
δC2:C1B (%) 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
δC2:N1B (%) −0.19 −0.19 −0.18 −0.15
The experimental values are given in ref. [4].
packages can be found in LATEX’s tools directory.
array Various extensions to LATEX’s array and
tabular environments.
longtable Automatically break tables over sev-
eral pages. Put the table in the longtable
environment instead of the table environ-
ment.
dcolumn Define your own type of column.
Among others, this is one way to obtain
alignment on the decimal point.
tabularx Smart column width calculation
within a specified table width.
rotating Print a page with a wide table or
figure in landscape orientation using the
sidewaystable or sidewaysfigure envi-
ronments, and many other rotating tricks.
Use the package with the figuresright op-
tion to make all tables and figures rotate
in clockwise. Use the starred form of the
sideways environments to obtain full-width
tables or figures in a two-column article.
3.3. Line drawings
Line drawings may consist of laser-printed
graphics or professionally drawn figures attached
to the manuscript page. All figures should be
clearly displayed by leaving at least one line of
spacing above and below them. When placing a
figure at the top of a page, the top of the figure
should align with the bottom of the first text line
of the other column.
Do not use too light or too dark shading in your
figures; too dark a shading may become too dense
while a very light shading made of tiny points may
fade away during reproduction.
All notations and lettering should be no less
than 2mm high. The use of heavy black, bold
lettering should be avoided as this will look un-
pleasantly dark when printed.
3.4. PostScript figures
Instead of providing separate drawings or
prints of the figures you may also use Post-
Script files which are included into your LATEX
file and printed together with the text. Use
one of the packages from LATEX’s graphics di-
rectory: graphics, graphicx or epsfig, with
the \usepackage command, and then use the
appropriate commands (\includegraphics or
\epsfig) to include your PostScript file.
The simplest command is:
\includegraphics{file}, which inserts the
PostScript file file at its own size. The starred
version of this command:
\includegraphics*{file}, does the same, but
clips the figure to its bounding box.
With the graphicx package one may spec-
ify a series of options as a key–value list, e.g.:
4\includegraphics[width=15pc]{file}
\includegraphics[height=5pc]{file}
\includegraphics[scale=0.6]{file}
\includegraphics[angle=90,width=20pc]{file}
See the file grfguide, section “Including
Graphics Files”, of the graphics distribution for
all options and a detailed description.
The epsfig package mimicks the commands fa-
miliar from the package with the same name in
LATEX2.09. A PostScript file file is included with
the command \psfig{file=file}.
Grey-scale and colour photographs cannot be
included in this way, since reproduction from the
printed CRC article would give insufficient typo-
graphical quality. See the following subsections.
Figure 1. Good sharp prints should be used and
not (distorted) photocopies.
3.5. Black and white photographs
Photographs must always be sharp originals
(not screened versions) and rich in contrast.
They will undergo the same reduction as the text
and should be pasted on your page in the same
way as line drawings.
3.6. Colour photographs
Sharp originals (not transparencies or slides)
should be submitted close to the size expected
in publication. Charges for the processing and
printing of colour will be passed on to the
Figure 2. Remember to keep details clear and
large enough.
author(s) of the paper. As costs involved are per
page, care should be taken in the selection of size
and shape so that two or more illustrations may
be fitted together on one page. Please contact
the Author Support Department at Elsevier (E-
mail: authorsupport@elsevier.nl) for a price
quotation and layout instructions before produc-
ing your paper in its final form.
4. EQUATIONS
Equations should be flush-left with the text
margin; LATEX ensures that the equation is pre-
ceded and followed by one line of white space.
LATEX provides the document class option fleqn
to get the flush-left effect.
Hαβ(ω) = E
(0)
α (ω)δαβ + 〈α|Wpi |β〉 (1)
You need not put in equation numbers, since
this is taken care of automatically. The equation
numbers are always consecutive and are printed
in parentheses flush with the right-hand margin
of the text and level with the last line of the equa-
tion. For multi-line equations, use the eqnarray
environment.
For complex mathematics, use the AMSmath
package. This package sets the math indenta-
tion to a positive value. To keep the equations
flush left, either load the espcrc package af-
ter the AMSmath package or set the command
5\mathindent=0pt in the preamble of your arti-
cle.
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References should be collected at the end of
your paper. Do not begin them on a new page
unless this is absolutely necessary. They should
be prepared according to the sequential numeric
system making sure that all material mentioned
is generally available to the reader. Use \cite
to refer to the entries in the bibliography so that
your accumulated list corresponds to the citations
made in the text body.
Above we have listed some references according
to the sequential numeric system [1,2,3,4].
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10 D Euclidean quantum gravity on the lattice.∗
A.I. Veselovaand M.A. Zubkova†
aITEP, B.Cheremushkinskaya 25, Moscow, 117259, Russia
10 D Euclidean quantum gravity is investigated numerically using the dynamical triangulation approach. It
has been found that the behavior of the model is similar to that of the lower dimensional models. However, it
turns out that there are a few features that are not present in the lower dimensional models.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently it has been paid much attention to the
dynamical triangulation (DT) approach to quan-
tization of Riemannian geometry [2] in 4 dimen-
sions. The choice D = 4 is usually motivated
as an attempt to construct quantum theory of
gravity in the real 4 - dimensional world. How-
ever, there exist a lot of models, in which our
world appears as a compactification of higher di-
mensional space (see, for example, [1] and refer-
ences therein). Therefore the problem to inves-
tigate the quantization of Riemannian geometry
in arbitrary dimension appears. The correspon-
dent construction is expected to be a part of a
hypothetical theory that would unify all known
fundamental interactions.
Until now the dynamical triangulation ap-
proach was applied only to the cases D = 2, 3, 4,
and 5. For D = 2 the DT model has a well - de-
fined continuum limit consistent with the predic-
tions of the continuum theory [3]. At D = 3, 4, 5
the Euclidean DT models with the discretized
Einstein action have two phases: the crumpled
phase with infinite fractal dimension and the elon-
gated one, which resembles branched polymer
model with the fractal dimension close to 2. A
priori it is not clear that the behavior of dynam-
ical triangulation model at high D is similar to
that of lower dimensional models. This motivates
∗ITEP-LAT/2003-30
†Speaker at the conference. Research supported by
the grants RFBR 01-02-17456, 03-02-16941, 02-02-17308,
RFBR-DFG 03-02-04016, INTAS 00-00111, CRDF award
RP1-2364-MO-02, and by Federal Program of the Rus-
sian Ministry of Industry, Science and Technology No
40.052.1.1.1112.
our choice D = 10. We are looking for the quali-
tative difference between the case D = 10 (which
is treated as high - dimensional) and the cases
D = 3, 4, 5 (that are treated as low - dimensional).
2. The model.
In the dynamical triangulation approach the
Riemannian manifold (of Euclidian signature) is
approximated by the simplicial complex obtained
by gluing theD - dimensional simplices. The Ein-
stein action can be expressed through the number
of bones and the number of simplices of the given
triangulated manyfold:
S = −
1
16piG
∫
R(x)
√
gd
D
x
= −
const
16piG
∑
bones
(2pi −O(bone)cos−1(
1
D
))
= −κD−2Nbones + κDNsimplices, (1)
where O(bone) is the number of simplices shar-
ing the given bone, Nbones is the total number of
bones and Nsimplices is the total number of sim-
plices, κD−2, κD ∼
1
G
.
The functional integral over Dg in this ap-
proach is changed with the summation over the
different triangulations (we restrict ourselves with
the spherical topology only):
∫
Dg →
∑
T .
We consider the model, in which the fluctua-
tions of the global invariant D - volume are sup-
pressed. The partition function has the form:
Z =
∑
T
exp(κD−2ND−2 − κDND − γ(ND − V )2) (2)
where we denoted ND = Nsimplices , ND−2 =
Nbones , and κD−2 =
const
8G . Unfortunately, it is
2not possible to construct an algorithm that gener-
ates the sum over the triangulations of the same
volume. So the constant γ is kept finite. Here
κD(V, κD−2) is already not fixed by the gravita-
tional constant G and is chosen in such a way
that < ND >= V . This provides that the volume
fluctuates around the required value V .
For the numerical investigations we used
Metropolis algorithm in its form described in [7].
It is based on the so - called (p, q) moves that are
ergodic in the space of combinatorially nonequiv-
alent triangulated manyfolds [9]. Due to this
property starting from the triangulation that ap-
proximates [8] the given Riemannian manifold it
is possible to reach a triangulation that approx-
imates almost any other Riemannian manifold.
The exceptional cases, in which this is impossi-
ble, are commonly believed not to affect physical
results.
3. Numerical results.
We made our calculations within the paral-
lel programming environment using the compu-
tation facilities of Joint Supercomputer Center at
Moscow (supercomputer MVS 1000M). The main
program was written in C++ using modern meth-
ods of object - oriented programming3.
It follows from (1) that the Einstein action
stimulates the system to have infinite O(bone) at
negative κD−2 and minimal O(bone) at positive
gravitational coupling. Therefore, we expect that
at finite V and large negative κD−2 the system
should exist in the completely collapsed phase
(crumpled phase), in which O(bone) → max 4.
At large positive κD−2 we expect the system to
exist in the phase, in which O(bone)→ min. This
case should correspond to the branched polymer
system (elongated phase). The dynamics at in-
termediate values of κD−2 is a priori not clear.
However, our investigation shows that similar to
the lower dimensional cases the mentioned phases
are the only phases of the 10 - dimensional sys-
3We are very obliged to J.Ambjorn and S.Catterall who
have sent us their program codes on the dynamical trian-
gulations written in Fortran and C respectively.
4In 4D this phase is realized in such a way that almost all
the simplices are shared by a certain link.
tem. We investigate the behavior of 10D model
for V = 8000 and V = 32000 . We considered the
values of κD varying from −0.1 to 0.1. The phase
transition point is at κD ∼ −0.03 at V = 8000
and at κD ∼ −0.01 at V = 32000.
One of the most informative characteristics of
the triangulated manyfold is the average volume
V(R) of the balls (of the constant radius R)5 as
a function of this radius. At some value of R
V(R) becomes constant. This value of R is the
averaged largest distance between two simplices
of the manyfold, which is also called the diameter
d. We found that for V = 8000 at 1 < R < d2
the dependence of logV on logR is linear. For
V = 32000 the same takes place at 4 < R < d2 .
The slopes give us the definition of the fractal
(Hausdorff) dimension of the manifold: logV =
const +DlogR.
Figure 1. The fractal dimension. Data for V =
8000 is represented by the points and the solid
line. Data for V = 32000 is represented by the
circles.
The mean fractal dimension D(V ) of the many-
fold for the observed volumes V as a function of
κD−2 is represented on the Fig. 1. The figure in-
dicates that there is a phase transition at critical
5The ball of radius R is the set of simplices v such that
the geodesic distance between their centers and the center
of the given simplex s is ρ(v, s) ≤ R.
3κD−2 = κc(V ). For the observed volumes κc ap-
pears to be small negative value (κc(8000) ∼ −0.3
and κc(32000) ∼ −0.1). For κ > κc the fractal
dimension is close to two in accordance with the
supposition that the correspondent phase resem-
bles branched polymers. For κ < κc D(8000) ∼
3.2 and D(32000) ∼ 4. This is in accordance with
the expectations that this phase has a singular
nature and corresponds to D(∞) =∞.
The linear size of the system can be evaluated
as V
1
D . So, we expect that in the crumpled phase
the diameter d ∼ 10 while in the elongated phase
d ∼ 100. The direct measurements of the diam-
eter as well as another parameter called linear
extent (see [7]) confirm these expectations6. The
linear extent L is defined as the average distance
between two simplices of the triangulation:
L =
1
V 2
∑
u,v
< ρ(u, v) > (3)
Due to its construction L should be close to half
a diameter. Our results on L are represented in
the figure Fig. 2. One can see that the linear
size of the manyfold is increasing very fast in the
elongated phase, while in the crumpled phase it
remains almost constant (and close to that of 3, 4
and 5 dimensional models [2]). We found that the
fluctuations of the linear extent are almost absent
in the crumpled phase and are of the order of the
mean size of the manyfold in the elongated phase.
4. Conclusions and discussion.
We found that in general the behavior of the
10 - dimensional model is similar to that of 3, 4
and 5 - dimensional models. However, there is the
qualitative difference between the entropy prop-
erties of the dynamical triangulations in these
cases. If we turn off the action (κD−2 = 0) only
the entropy is responsible for the dynamics. At
V ≤ 32000 and κD−2 = 0 the ten - dimensional
system behaves like a branched polymer system
while at D = 3, 4, 5 the system with turned off
6D = 10 should be treated as bare dimension while the
fractal dimension D is treated as ”physical”. Therefore to
investigate the system of linear size L we need V = LD
instead of V = L10.
Figure 2. The linear extent. Data for V = 8000
is represented by the points and the solid line.
Data for V = 32000 is represented by the circles
and the dashed line.
action becomes completely collapsed (crumpled
phase).
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